Eijnatten has identified several different categories of arguments supporting freedom of expression in England and Holland in the eighteenth century: Christian, cultural, educational, nationalist, commercial, political, and utilitycentred-alongside arguments appearing later that were based upon human rights.3 Other countries, including Denmark−Norway, certainly witnessed a similar range of arguments. Starting in the late seventeenth century the twin monarchy gained a reputation as the most perfect absolutist regime in Europe, founded on a written absolutist constitution, the Lex Regia of 1665.4 As Jacob Maliks showed in his chapter, absolutist rule entailed a rigid system of privilege and pre-and postpublication censorship for the purpose of keeping close control over the press and book and periodical publications. These censorship policies prevailed in the eighteenth century, with the addition of more regulatory decrees, until Struensee, in the name of the mentally ill King Christian vii, famously declared complete 'freedom of writing' in 1770, creating a paradigm of enlightened absolutism.5
Struensee's abolition of censorship can be seen as a result of his radical intellectual bent. But arguments for freedom of the press as a 'civic liberty' within the absolutist monarchy as well as ideas about a monarchic rule guided by public opinion had also circulated among less radical figures in Denmark−Norway for some time. One example is a professor of political science at the Academy of Sorø, Jens Schielderup Sneedorff, who in his work from 1757 Om den
